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Notebook of future projects.

3rd of April 2018
Writing and thinking are not linear processes. As creator I think about few
projects simultaneously. To remember all ideas I have a bunch of notes everywhere.
In blog I should write only about what I am working at right now — like main
project. What to do with others ideas which like endless tunes are near me all the
time?
There are lot of tunes which I could mark “not now”. It sounds more
optimistic when name them “future projects”, like some kind of plan.
Every painter should have sketchbook as place to where tries what could
be made with composition, colors. Writer’s have journals with their doubts and
scenes for future novels.
I am a playwright and usually I could put all my stories in box which is
theater friendly. But also I have stories which I marked as not created project or
stopped project. Usually it’s when dough of story had too much baker’s yeast and
stayed too long in warm place. So it’s impossible to put it in the mold of theater play.
I name them “not now or future projects”.
Of course I am about stories which more comfortable could be in the
movies form and length. I put them in dark room, but usually it happens that there is
still warm enough for them to grow. And I find myself reading about story-boarding.
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- 2 It’s some kind of ambition which I sometimes think not proper because
make a movie for me it’s make bridge from Earth to Moon for cars. Idea beautiful,
inspiring, but not real. Problem that it’s more attractive to me than publish a novel. I
can’t find easy way to life, I need challenges or I will be bored. I am interested in
different subjects, my mail box just shadow of this diversity.
What I want to make here is some kind of notebook. I make it public,
because all journals were written to be read in other way you just could go fishing
and to think about it in your mind. I make it in English, because I need this language
as creative tool. Everything what I don’t know what to do now or haven’t enough
strength to finish it. You could name it boasting, I will name it cleaning my mind
from persistent thoughts. This is the reason of the notebook.
I divide it from my other projects or blog, because for me it’s other land:
unknown and attractive. I need some kind of excuse to read about scripts, movie
making and don’t be ashamed that spend time on some fantasies. I still can’t figure
out how to put science fiction or fantasy stories on the stage.

